1. The problem of defining some class of varieties "by single identity was considered by many authors. For example, groups, Abelian groups, loops with inverse property, loops with weak inverse property, etc. can be defined by means of a single identity as a subvariety of the variety of groupoids (see [l] , [2]°, [4] , [5] , [3] ). In this paper a subclass of loops with inverse property is characterized as a subvariety of groupoids with a single identity.
Let G(») be a loop with identity 1. Then G is said to be a loop with inverse property provided to each element x in€, there exists an inverse element x such that x (xy) = y = -./I a (yx)x for all yeG. G is said to be of exponent 2 if x*x = 1 for all x in G.
2. Let G(*) be a groupoid. Furthermore, let the following identity (1) (t*t)* ([(u* u) * | (x * y) * (v*v))]*[z* (y * x)] ) = z be satisfied in G(*) , for all x, y, t, u, v in G.
First, we will show that (*) is right cancellative. Let b*a = c * a. From (1), it is easy to see that, given any element a e G, there exist f, geG such that a = f" g.
Putting in (1) , first z=b, y = f, x = g and then z = c, y = f, x = g, we get In view of the right cancellativity of (*>, from (1), keeping i, 7, z, u, r same and changing t into w, we have that (2) t*t=w*w= constant = e (say), for all t, w e G.
By (2) , (1) can be rewritten as
Putting z = e in (3) and using (2) and the right cancellativity of (*), we obtain, that [e*| (x * y) * e}]*[e* (y*x)l = e , from which follows that, (4) e*[(x * y)* e] = e* (y*x), for all x, ye G .
With y = x in (3) and using (2), we have (5) e*[e*(z*e)] = z, for all zeG.
From (4) and (5) results that,
x * y = e*[e * (y*x)] .
Setting x = e in (6) and utilizing (5), (6) yields 5. Let w = wix^,...,»^) be some word in the variables x^,...,x n in the groupoid G(*).Then the variety we are characterizing is defined by the law w(x^,...,x n ) = e. As a matter of fact we prove the following theorem. Theorem 2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a groupoid G(*) is a commutative loop of exponent 2 satisfying the inverse property, in which the law w (x^,...,x Q )=e is true is, that (12) ((t*t) * w)* ({a* u)*{ (x * y) * (v*v)J]*[z* (y*x)] ) = z holds for all x, y, z, t, u, v € G.
Pro of.' JDhe necessary part follows frcm Theorem 1 and the hypothesis w a e. Now, to prove the sufficiency part. As in Theorem 1, it is easy to show that (*) is right cancellative. Thus from (12), we arrive at (t*t)*w= (a * a) * w, for all t, a e G from which we obtain that (2) t *t a constant = e .
Hence (12) now becomes (15) (e* w)*( [e*|(x * y) * e}]*[z* (x*y]) = a, for x, y, zed.
Setting x = y = z = e in (15), we g«t (14) (e * w) * e = e . Now using right cancellativity of (*), from (14), we have (15) e* w = e , which by virtue of (2) yields -w » e.
